
Transport issues from Acorn submission

Please note that this is a quick look at documents and needs expert verification.
From the Transport Assessment for Saxonvale, Planning Appication ref. 2019/1180/OTS
Garsdale Junction - note removal of parking spaces at PO. These businesses and those 
on Christchurch Street West will be severely affected by the proposal.

Traffic generation from the site
7.6.8

No Frome residents working at Saxonvale will use cars on the site…..

Katy Duke, May 2019



7.6.12

The non-commercial elements are shown as 60% offices, but none of the other use types 
are shown as generating any traffic at all. Where is the retail? What about the Western Mill 
conversion? The offices are shown as 27,000 sq.ft. This would equate to around 210 jobs 
(based of RICS employment density figures of 12 sq.m per person). This is much lower 
than the Local Plan requirement for the site.

For these 210 people, the trip generation is shown at 40 car arrivals in the morning peak, 
31 departures in the evening peak (15% of workforce). Is this realistic? Please note 
appendix showing an alternative view of this junction in a separate consultants report.

For the 206 flats, departures are shown as 29 vehicles (14% or residences). Is this 
reasonable?

Gorehedge junction

8.3.17

The chart shows that several portions of the junction reach capacity if the development 
goes ahead and that the junction already operates at the limit of its capacity, and that this 
would ‘naturally be worsened’!

Note where DoS (degree of saturation) reaches 100%, also the PCU (passenger car unit) 
shows a queue length of up to 71.5 in the morning on Christchurch St East & 79.4 in the 
evening on Christchurch Street West. A delay of 6.8 minutes is predicted for the 
Gorehedge right turn. See diagram.

Katy Duke, May 2019



J 1

J 2

J 4

J 3

queue length 71.5 vehicles am peak
(6.8 minute delay)
71.3 vehicles pm peak

queue length 
65.4 vehicles am peak
79.4 vehicles pm peak

queue length 53.6 vehicles am peak
50 vehicles pm peak

These figures are taken from Table 8-3 page 72 - see next page

Bath Street queue of 53.6 vehicles = 375 metres = to The Blue Boar
Christchurch Street East queue of 71.5 vehicles = 500.5m = to old hotel (name?) 
Christchurch Street West queue of 79.4 vehicles = 555.8m = to beyond Badcox & onto the 
A362 Radstock Road

Katy Duke, May 2019



Katy Duke, May 2019



8.3.18 because we have a housing demand the junction will just have to cope!

Katy Duke, May 2019



Conclusion 10.2.1

Notes

There don’t appear to be any figures showing the traffic flow when St. John’s School traffic 
is at its peak.

A study by Brant for Selwood Garden Village shows a much higher traffic generation in 
comparison with table 7-7 above, with peak outbound for the 300 houses of 128 as 
opposed to a mere 41 in the Calibro study.

Conclusion 

I am deeply concerned by the assumptions made in the Acorn submission. It is VITAL that 
independent traffic assessments are made for Frome. The proposed developers at both 
Saxonvale & SGV are clearly very biased in their approach to support their own profit-led 
proposals. 

The residents of Christchurch Street East & West & Bath Street need to know the truth 
about the likely traffic build up (including resultant air-quality) from an independent source. 
Mendip District Council have a duty to support the wellbeing of the citizens of Frome.

Katy Duke, May 2019


